
 

Name: C. Williams Unit/Topic: Reading Week of: Sept. 28 - Oct. 2 

Lesson Plans 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

TEKS/ 
Standards 

K.1 (A/C), K.1(E) K.2(A-iii), 
K.2(B-i), K.2(D-i), K.5(C), 
K.6(B), K.7(B/D 

K.1 (A/C), K.1(E) K.2(A-iii), 
K.2(B-i), K.2(D-i), K.5(C), K.6(B), 
K.7(B/D 

K.1 (A/C), K.1(E) K.2(A-iii), 
K.2(B-i), K.2(D-i), K.5(C), 
K.6(B), K.7(B/D 

K.1 (A/C), K.1(E) K.2(A-iii), 
K.2(B-i), K.2(D-i), K.5(C), 
K.6(B), K.7(B/D 

K.1 (A/C), K.1(E) K.2(A-iii), 
K.2(B-i), K.2(D-i), K.5(C), 
K.6(B), K.7(B/D 

Objective(s) The learners will  use text 
evidence to answer ?’s 

about the story including 
character/setting. Plus 
alphabet A-F. rhyming 
and nouns for people. 

The learners will  use text 
evidence to answer ?’s 

about the story including 
character/setting. Plus 

alphabet A-F. rhyming and 
nouns for people. 

The learners will  use text 
evidence to answer ?’s 

about the story including 
character/setting. Plus 
alphabet A-F. rhyming 
and nouns for people. 

The learners will use text 
evidence to answer ?’s 

about the story including 
character/setting. Plus 
alphabet A-F. rhyming 
and nouns for people. 

The learners will use text 
evidence to answer ?’s 

about the story including 
character/setting. Plus 
alphabet A-F. rhyming 
and nouns for people. 

Bellwork Alphabet activity page Writing activity read and 

spell sight word the (Know It, 

Show It pg.4) 

Alphabet activity page Writing activity - Alphabet activity page 

Learning  
Activities 

Build background 

knowledge w/Mod. 1 

poster(also discuss 

“Curious George”) Read 

“Keisha Ann Can”- discuss 

character, setting and 

comp. ?s. **also note the 

rhyming 

Oral Vocab. - T38 Read 

“Keisha Ann Can” - chorally 

read on pgs. 7, 11, 15, 25, 

and 32 **Teach/practice 

turn/talk to answer ?s T39 

*Story Elements - 

character/setting T48 and 

Anchor Chart Read aloud 

“Keisha” and stop to 

discuss character/setting 

**Read Aloud - School 

Day! T50 List. Comp. ?s 

Shared Reading - School 

Day! - Print Concepts - 

book orientation, matching 

pictures to text and then 

counting # of letters and 

words (note letters make 

up words) T60-61 

Connect Reading/Writing 

pg. T70 - Intro. Then 

practice Turn and Talk 

Next model “I ______” 

sentence and then 

students try. ***Write and 

share w/ Share Chair! 

Key  
Vocabulary 

Discover, dream, partners, 

bus, early, fan, alphabet, 

classmates, dress 

Discover, dream, partners, 

bus, early, fan, alphabet, 

classmates, dress 

Discover, dream, partners, 

bus, early, fan, alphabet, 

classmates, dress 

Discover, dream, partners, 

bus, early, fan, alphabet, 

classmates, dress 

Discover, dream, partners, 

bus, early, fan, alphabet, 

classmates, dress 

Writing Writing - Brainstorm 

Topics: “We can write 

about….” make anchor 

chart 

Writing activity - Opinion 

Writing T44 and Anchor Chart 

ed online 

Writing activity - myBook 

pg.4 - review character and 

setting - draw a pic. 

**Writing Process?? pg. 

T56 

Writing - proper 

nouns/names for people 

T66 and Anchor Chart A 

NOUN is a ….. 

Write an “ I ______!” about 

school in myBook pg.5. 



Guided/ 
Independent 
Practice 

Use this time for 

customized small group 

lessons. 

Use this time for customized 

small group lessons. 

Use this time for 

customized small group 

lessons. 

Use this time for 

customized small group 

lessons. 

Use this time for 

customized small group 

lessons. 

Closure/Home
work 

Review and discuss: # of 

words in a sentence 

Review and discuss the 

letters of the day: A and B. 

Review and discuss the 

letters of the day: C and D. 

Review and discuss the 

letters of the day: E and F.. 
Review Identifying Letters 

Aa-Ff - say each letter and 

have students echo. 

Assessment
- 
Formative 
Summative 
Exit Ticket 

Who was the main 

character of “Keisha Ann 

Can”? 

What keyword reminds you 

what sound "Aa" (apple) and 

“Bb” (bear)? Does anyone 

have a name that begins 

with A/B? ***Begin name 

Name Graph T75 

What keyword reminds 

you what sound "Cc" (cat) 

and “Dd” (duck)? Does 

anyone have a name that 

begins with C/D? 

***Continue Name Graph 

What keyword reminds 

you what sound "Ee" 

(elephant) and “Ff” (fish)? 

Does anyone have a name 

that begins with E/F? 

***Continue Name Graph 

Identifying Letters Aa-Ff - 

say each letter and have 

children write it! (dry 

erase boards of desk tops) 

 
 
Key Questions During Lesson 
Who was the main character of “Keisha Ann Can”?  

What keyword reminds you of the sound for “Aa” and “Bb”?  

What keyword reminds you of the sound for “Cc” and “Dd”?  

What keyword reminds you of the sound for “Ee” and “Ff”? 

Sight Words: the, a, see, I 

 

 ******Remember: You may want to try the “t” chart for vocab.!?!? What do you THINK it means VS. What it ACTUALLY 

means???? 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 


